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Abstract:
Introduction: Pulse as vital artery for men, has determinant figure in body structure. In this case, have value when we know old medics, specialy avesina, that Blife the Pulse and hold it, is requirement and necessary in distinction type malady and ailmen and from this necessary factor, is that can cognizant to spiritual and inner mood persons.

Material and method: If about Pulse and cognition vessel and it’s certain moods don accomplish; but we no must neglect that about influence spiritual moods to quality pulse turnover don’t accomplish a comprehensive study. We have intent in this research till with use of survy books and works old sage s and medics specialy avesina pay attention to sections his views about Pulse and spirit and it’s influence to quality pulse.

Researchs and discussion: In this article we have survey Shaykhoalreis views about soul, pulse and love with regard to philosophic and medicine views this famous that indicate extent and accuracy view Hakim, about kind relation this three basic factor and element man character. Ave-sina has belief that with reaching temperament to certain stage that have it capacity, of Giver forms soul diffusion to this skeleton and this center basic, is motive all existent potentials and passivitis in body. SHAYKH regard relation commence soul and body in this prime certain and in basic, in commence diffusion. too In length life this communications is express with sensible manner. If he referr that with thought about creation magnificence, we can see effects this thought on external body foreexample it, s effect is stand hair on body skin.

Consequence: Ave-sina memory of pulse factor that reflect soul and body mood. If in story bondwoman. That he distinct his patient Love, has remark keep artery as factor in recognition type sick and all thises illustrate breadth amazement coincidence views this skillfull medico with doctrine scientific new. Now we intent till exhibite accurate relations this three basic factor man character in the point of Ave-sina.
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